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We Lay the Foundation for Successful Patient Access and Reimbursement by
Continuously Demonstrating the Value of Our Systems and Services

NBI
The Power of Accurate Diagnosis

Benefits
No Additional Costs,
No Extra Equipment,
Disposables or Drugs
Needed

High Versatility — Proven
and trusted across Multiple Medical Disciplines

Easy Handling —
Switching Modes at the
Push of a Button

∙N
 BI (Narrow Band Imaging) facilitates early detection, and can improve patient therapy and its
outcomes leading to reduced treatment costs.5
∙ It is trusted for multiple medical disciplines (like gastroenterology, urology, ENT), and in
different procedural stages for rigid and flexible endoscopy.
∙ Olympus medical imaging systems, camera heads and videoscopes* come with NBI as standard.
∙ NBI may enhance patient outcome through increased detection of, for example, laryngeal
cancer1 or diminutive polyps6, as well as a reduction in recurrence due to early diagnosis.4
∙ The technology is clinically proven and recommended by various societies.**
∙ NBI optical diagnosis training is widely available, helping you to advance patient care.
*Applicable to EXERA II, LUCERA SPECTRUM, VISERA from 2006 onwards.
**European Laryngological Society1-3, European/American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy9,10.

Value Dimensions
NBI Provides a Number of Values for You and Your Staff

Economics

Efficiency

Cost and Cash Flow
Management

Process and Workflow
Management

∙ Substantially contributes to
reduced costs of colonoscopy.8
∙ Standard technology in
Olympus medical imaging
systems without extra cost for
purchase.

Value

∙F
 inds more lesions with the push
of a button.
∙E
 liminates unnecessary biopsies
7,8
for histopathology testing.
∙E
 nables direct patient feedback.*
* Thanks to real-time distinction of benign/malign
lesions

NBI
The Power of Accurate Diagnosis

How NBI Works
NBI is an optical technology which helps to visualize the minutest vascular and mucosal patterns.
It uses only wavelengths absorbed by hemoglobin for maximum contrast. Compared to white-light
endoscopy (WLE), the images of capillaries are less blurred and the probability of missing a lesion
is reduced.
NBI only uses two specific wavelengths. These
two wavelengths of blue and green light hit
the surface of the tissue, and the light is highly
absorbed by hemoglobin in the blood vessels.
While the blue light is absorbed by the capillaries
in the mucosa, the green light reaches deeper
to the submucosal area, where it is reflected
by the blood vessels. Therefore, NBI creates a
significantly higher contrast between blood
vessels and the surrounding tissue in contrast
to WLE.
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Watch the Tomato Juice Example

NBI Helps to Reduce Total Cost of Ownership
The versatility and usability of NBI in a wide range of
specialties eliminates the need to invest in additional
capital equipment and reduces total cost of ownership.*
NBI comes at no additional cost for
extra equipment, disposables or drugs

Total Cost per Year
(Example Based on 50 Patients)
€

30,000

20,000

Can be used for various specialties like
general surgery, urology, GYN, ENT

10,000

Cost of equipment and service
Recurrence

*When compared to conventional white-light endoscopy system without NBI (“white light”).
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Read More About ...

www.nbi-portal.eu

www.olympus-europa.com/ENTNBI
As medical knowledge is constantly growing, technical modifications or changes of the product design, product specifications, accessories and
service offerings may be required.
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